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WHO WE ARE 

 An exciting collaboration between two energetic
and passionate Event and Interior Designers (with a
love for all things arty and eclectic), led to the birth
of Huis Bru. With an understanding of new age
environments, the need for experience and the
ability to put together creative and vibrant spaces;
Huis Bru offers a design studio space, a venue and a
production factory. We work with reputable and
local home & event service providers... and we have
extensive training on each product within the Huis
Bru range.

We have styled and conceptualized some of the top
major events in the Western Cape, like Pink Polo,
Moet Grand Day, Sun Met, Jazz Festival and many
more, we have also done renovations for offices and
restyled homes... see some work.  

huis bru 
A lovely story about us and our experience 

FROM START TO END INTERIOR DESIGN AND STYLING 

Huis Bru is unique in its field as we are flexible to what our clients’ needs are. We
are able to provide architects, plan approval and permits, builders, site managers,
plumbers, electricians, carpenters, tilers, window furnishings, floor solutions,
painters, decorative and soft furnishings installations, landscapers, kitchen
designers, customised furniture, art, renders and concepts, design, advice and
consultations and on-site styling.  Our team has over 10 work experience in the
events and interiors industry. Huis Bru was opened during September 2020 and
focuses on using our experience to create a system that is logical to the client and
brilliant quality, at affordable pricing and innovative execution. We have both
obtained our degrees in Events Management and Project Management and have
worked for numerous brands and private clients to execute office and home
interiors and events. We have an extremely unique and eclectic way of putting
things together and understanding space and environments, with this we combine
our understanding and love for interesting materials and products.



our

process

INITIAL CONSULTATIONS – R0

Huis Bru offers a 1 hr initial consultation free of charge, this is to ensure
that our clients focus on the synergy in the project rather than feeling
obligated to continue a process because they paid for it. This develops
trust between the Huis Bru team and the client and allows us to engage
with our clients before developing moodboards. We spend a portion of the
consult discussing our clients’ vision and their current living conditions,
as well as their lifestyle and daily living routine. We also connect in terms
of their ultimate vision and ideal space… once we have the key points, we
are able to continue on to the next phase.

MOODBOARD AND SITE CONSULTS – R1500 (+ R350 P/H IN
EXCESS OF 8 HOURS)

The moodboard journey is the most crucial journey the Huis Bru team
goes on with our clients, it is the phase where we showcase inspired
visions and look and feels for each space within the clients home…Once
our client has received their moodboard and is happy to proceed with 1)
making changes and developing the vision or 2) meeting on site to
discuss the vision, take measurements and have site meetings with
suppliers in order to find out how far we can expand on the ultimate
vision and what solutions we need to put in to place in order to ensure
that the moodboard comes to life, we charge a fee of R1500… This allows
our client to own the moodboard and engage with their own suppliers or
decorators to show their vision and project manage their renovations
themselves or as security for Huis Bru to develop your lookbook and
renders and quote…



LOOKBOOKS, DESIGN BOOK AND ROOM
RENDERS (R450 P/H)

This is the phase where the client wants to
proceed with Huis Bru in order to create a
shopping list, style guide booklet, custom items
rendered and to see their rooms come to life.
This process is extensive and extremely detailed.
Our clients who wish for Huis Bru to bring the
moodboard to life will further receive a full
detailed review of each element to be presented
in the home… we ensure that we pair our trusted
suppliers with the right projects and have a very
reputable list of go-to-suppliers who are
extremely creative and provide unique services.
We create our design book by ensuring that our
suppliers are able to bring our visions to life, and
therefore each render will specify substrates,
measurements, colour specs and visual
replication of the items. We use service providers
who have minimal overheads but are able to
ensure that quality product is delivered, we also
have trade discounts with many of our suppliers
and therefore, we have freedom to design for the
clients- not the supplier. Wherever possible, we
will provide customised work as we also have an
in-house production factory located in Hout
Bay… this allows our clients to receive unique
product and out the box thinking. We further
extend this service by providing full 3d room
renders of each space…

QUOTING AND SPECIALISED SERVICES
(R0)

We do not charge our clients to quote on
jobs… we work hard at providing affordable
services and end results. It is by far the most
important value that we pride ourselves on.
We work extremely hard at each element
designed to ensure that we are competitive in
terms of quality and style and perhaps unique
in our affordability. Our quotes are itemised
and provide detailed information. They are
simple to understand and clients are able to
break down the quotes in to various phases…
alternatively, we always suggest going in with
a bang! And getting it done all at the same
time. Huis Bru has been fully trained and
equipped to provide clients with technical
advice on Blinds, Shutters, Cemcrete,
Curtaining and Reupholstery. We are also
trained on Somfy Home automation products
and are able to provide these services in-
house. Furthermore, we have samples of each
product and can provide detailed prep
specifications to the appointed builder to
ensure that the products are installed in the
correct and specified manner.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT,
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND

PRODUCTION (8%) 

Huis Bru charges a minimal project
management and account
management fee of 8% of the final
quote, we ensure that the entire
installation from planning to
production and implementation is
closely managed within specified
timeframes and budgets by using our
project management tracking tool,
Monday. We ensure that deposits are
paid and that balances are paid once
snags have been completed and client
is satisfied with the end result. 
 Included in this 8% is site presence of
an appointed site manager
throughout the renovation, this
includes site inspections, preparation
and installation. We also have a small
travel fee included in our quotes to
cover all collection, delivery and
installations expenses charged by
various suppliers.



SOURCING, DELIVERY, STYLING

Huis Bru uses local and sustainable production
materials and employs various suppliers who
have small businesses, brilliant skill-sets and
amazing quality workmanship. When purchasing
direct from a retail store, we attain – as best as
possible- trade discounts, or alternatively shop
on sale ;) We also love to upcycle vintage and
unique items from second hand stores and
provide locals with opportunities to help revive
the item. We are consistently aware of providing
unique and innovative ways to decorate and
finish off an environment and therefore, we
ensure that we provide décor items that are
functional and essential to the space and lifestyle
of our client.



our exceptional qualities

Affordable & Local  Innovation & Design Understanding Clients
& Superior Style

Custom Concepts &
Specialized

Services 

Rad People To Work
With  



Huis Bru
Popular
Projects
 



Project 1 
Monochrome
Minimalist

SEAN PATAIKI 

Consultation, Moodboard,
Renders, Room Renders,
Production, Account
Management, Custom
Furniture, Custom
Concepts, Shutters, Soft
Furnishings, Cemcrete,
Project Management  



room render and design

specs for custom furniture 











Project 2
City Sleek and
Fresh  

WINK HOTEL 

Moodboard, Site Meetings, Quoting, Blinds, Shutters,
Wallpaper, Lookbook, Renders, Furniture, Soft
Furnishings, Custom Concepts, Styling
Recruited by Builder and Architect



Project 3
Queen P
Brand Kit 

BRAND KIT

Consultation and Moodboard for
Brand identity, story, goals and
target market

RANGE CONCEPT

Sourcing and creating innovative and smart
packaging products, easy to finsih with print
and sustainable touches 

SHOOT CONCEPT + LAUNCH 

Conceptualising, rendering, sourcing, styling
and promoting new products for website and
social media platforms



Project 4 
Thai 

BOW THAI 
NEW RESTAURANT
revamp 

Consultations with client
and builders to style and
implement a new fresh
take on Thai Restaurants
in Cape Town 



Project 5 
Tretchikoff 

MC GREGOR
GUEST HOUSE
NEW BUILD

Ongoing Project Plan for
end 2021 
In concept and look and
feel and planning phase.  



REVIEWS FROM OUR
HAPPY CLIENTS

SAVANNAH BOSMAN

Interior Moodboard
Amazing is honestly the only
word to describe these two
talented ladies. 

SEAN PATAIKI 

Full package 
Thanks to both you and Erin
for everything. I wish you both
success and will tell all my
friends if they need any help
with their interior to come see
you.

KERRY  FINTZ

Brand Kit and Concept Pitch 
I wouldnt be able to have taken my
brand to this level. You captured
exactly what I wanted. You are so
good at what you do and I am so
impressed with how you work. 



CONTACT US
FOR PROJECTS

EMAIL

erin@huisbru.co.za
tayla@huisbru.co.za

WEBSITE

www.huisbru.co.za

PHONE

071 259 6683
078 388 6725


